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TERH I PÖLKK I

SPRING/SUMMER 2023

VITAMINS ON THE MIND COLLECTION

SS23 ”VItamins on the Mind” Collection was inspired by recovering from
the epidemic and the need to bring colours and positivity to our lives.
After those days we are all longing for the return of pretty bright colors

and convey positive healing.

Dopamine tones and botanic neutrals are selected as the core.
Desaturated calm and pure colors are infused into the palette to improve

the acceptability and bring a positive color therapy.
The palette of "Vitamins on the mind" is sourced from fruits, dopamine

brights, and comfy, healing tones.

SS23 bet on fruity tones such as cherry red, fuchsia, orange, papaya, that
are just some of the colors that you can’t stop wearing this summer.

We are launching a men's line for Fall 2022-23 and in the new Spring
collection we also present men’s styles: Max sneakers and Derby lace-ups.

The expansion for the men's collection was long planned.
After 10 years of establishing a women's shoe line it was time to add a

few styles for men too. We started to refresh our minds, reflecting all the
feedback we have received in the past. Finally, we took a look at some of
the best sneakers and flats and aimed to keep all styles comfy as ever.

The timeless silhouette of Mr. Derby lace-ups means you will want to
wear them for years to come. Built for a lifetime of wear,

Mr. Derby are set on a welt and Vibram rubber soles.
Men's shoes are made of waterproofed suedes and colored with rust and

pecan brown.

Terhi has a signature style of confident ease and subtle femininity that
is modern, versatile and beautiful. The shoes are designed in Helsinki and
produced in Portugal from the finest sustainable materials by artisans

that have years of experience in craftsmanship.
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KATE SLIDE; LIZARD BEIGE



BUMPER SANDALS; CHERRY



JOLIE CLOGS; BLACK





IMAN NET BALLERINA; BLACK



MR. DERBY; BROWN
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MAXINE & MAX SNEAKERS; CHERRY & RUST
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